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RETAINING ADVANCED DEGREE HOLDERS  FOR CANA DA

 

The importance of advanced degree holders 

for Canada 
The retention of highly skilled talent has become an essential 

means through which Canada can address its demographic 

challenges, declining labour force, and talent and skills gaps 

across key sectors. Within Canada’s knowledge economy, 

graduate degree holders are particularly well positioned to 

address these challenges with their advanced skill sets and 

technical and disciplinary knowledge. These attributes allow 

advanced degree holders to make unique contributions to the 

Canadian labour market — filling roles within government, as 

business leaders and entrepreneurs, and throughout the 

research ecosystem. More broadly, these individuals can play a 

fundamental part in supporting Canadian R&D and innovation 

by advancing new ideas, processes, and products. The 

retention of both Canadian and international advanced degree 

holders is vital for Canadian competitiveness and growth, as 

well as to keep Canada on the vanguard of knowledge creation 

and mobilization. 

Retaining Canadian advanced degree holders 

Canada’s advanced degree holders have important value for 

Canada’s labour force and economy. However, this talent is 

often in high demand abroad, where in some cases they are 

presented with more lucrative employment opportunities. 

Typically, around 100,000 Canadians leave the country each 

year, often for higher-paying jobs in the US.1 With specific 

regard to graduate students, over 20 percent of PhDs intend to 

leave Canada at least for a period after their studies, usually 

for the US. Although many plan to return to Canada, one study 

shows that the majority remain in the US after a two-year 

period despite ongoing intentions to come back.2 

 

The number of PhDs planning to leave Canada after their 

degree is a concern, particularly in light of the slow growth of 

PhD graduate numbers in Canada relative to other countries. 

Although the number of graduate students is rising, the 

number of adults who have obtained a master’s or PhD degree 

 
1 Friedman, G., (2020), Financial Post, Why Canada still needs 
immigrants despite soaring unemployment. 
2 Desjardins, L. & King, D., (2011), Statistics Canada, Expectations and 
labour market outcomes of doctoral graduate from Canadian 
universities. 

remains below the OECD average (10 percent vs. the OECD 

average of 15 percent).3 Research shows that one of the 

reasons for this may be that Canada’s private sector does not 

provide strong enough incentives for students to develop 

advanced skill sets, and that compared with firms in the US, 

Canadian firms in most industries hire fewer PhD holders and 

pay them less.4 
 

Evidence from Mitacs programs 

Advanced degree holders fill critical gaps in Canada’s labour 

market and address innovation challenges, such as lagging 

industry R&D. However, with fewer than 20 percent of PhDs 

ending up as professors and an estimated two percent of jobs 

requiring PhDs in Canada,5 those with PhDs face a more 

specialized, narrow job market and may require additional 

guidance and support to find work complementary to their 

advanced skill sets. Accessing these work opportunities outside 

of academia is likely to play a role in where advanced degree 

holders end up. 

Mitacs programs connect graduate students with industry, 

helping them to grow their professional networks, gain first-

hand industry R&D experience, and take part in professional 

training opportunities. Mitacs has seen that these work-

integrated learning experiences help ease the transition of 

graduates into the Canadian labour market. Mitacs data shows 

that, among a group of students who participated in Mitacs 

programs between 2008 and 2016 and who were Canadian 

citizens or permanent residents, 85 percent reported that they 

remained in Canada. 

 

International advanced degree holders 
The attraction and retention of global talent, particularly highly 

skilled talent, has become a growing priority for Canada as it 

seeks to address its talent and demographic needs. In recent 

years, a number of initiatives at both the federal and provincial 

levels have sought to ease entry into the country for the 

3 OECD, (2019), Education at a glance 2019, “Canada.” 
4 The Conference Board of Canada, How Canada performs, “PhD 
graduates.” 
5 Conference Board of Canada, (2015), Inside and outside the academy: 
Valuing and preparing PhDs for careers. 

Key points 

➢ Graduate degree holders, with their advanced skill sets, knowledge, and experience bring unique value to Canada’s labour 

market and innovation economy. 

➢ Global competition for top talent is fierce, and Canada must devise strong mechanisms to incentivize highly sought-after 

individuals, like those with graduate degrees, to stay in the country. 

 

https://financialpost.com/news/economy/canada-needs-immigrants-despite-soaring-unemployment
https://financialpost.com/news/economy/canada-needs-immigrants-despite-soaring-unemployment
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2011089-eng.pdf
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2011089-eng.pdf
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/81-595-m/81-595-m2011089-eng.pdf
https://www.oecd.org/education/education-at-a-glance/EAG2019_CN_CAN.pdf
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/provincial/education/phd.aspx#ftn3-ref
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/hcp/provincial/education/phd.aspx#ftn3-ref
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/temp/1a2467ae-9481-4183-aede-7681e9ed5ad1/7564_Inside%20and%20Outside%20the%20Academy_RPT.pdf
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/temp/1a2467ae-9481-4183-aede-7681e9ed5ad1/7564_Inside%20and%20Outside%20the%20Academy_RPT.pdf
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talented people needed by Canadian firms to scale up and 

compete globally, as well as simplify pathways to permanent 

residency for international students, who are recognized as an 

ideal source of skilled immigration. Notable initiatives include: 

➢ The Post-Graduation Work Permit Program: allows 

students who have graduated from eligible Canadian 

institutions to obtain an open work permit for up to 

three years. 

➢ The Provincial Nominee Program: includes a set of 

immigration programs run by the federal 

government in partnership with individual 

provinces, each having their own requirements and 

priorities. 

➢ The Global Skills Strategy: helps employers access 

highly skilled workers faster, including through 

faster application processing times and work permit 

exemptions. 

Over the past decade, Canada has seen its market share of 

international students grow substantially, with the country 

ranking third after the US and Australia prior to the pandemic 

in terms of total number of international students. Statistics 

Canada data shows that international students make up 

24 percent of students at the master’s level in Canada and 

37 percent at the PhD level.6 

In addition to the direct economic impact of international 

students,7 graduate students also bring new ideas and 

perspectives to Canadian research and serve as valuable 

connections through which Canadian researchers can 

collaborate internationally. On a larger scale, international 

graduate talent has the capacity to facilitate connections 

between Canada’s innovation ecosystem and those of 

international partners. 

Data from Statistics Canada shows that between 20 and 27 

percent of international students became permanent residents 

in the 10 years following the receipt of their first study permit, 

depending on their cohort of arrival. At the graduate level, 

almost one half (49 percent) of a cohort of international 

students who pursued graduate studies in the early 2000s 

obtained permanent residency in Canada in the subsequent 10 

years.8 

Evidence from Mitacs programs 

Mitacs programs have proven to be powerful mechanisms for 

the retention of international advanced degree holders. At the 

 
6 Statistics Canada, (2019), Postsecondary enrolments, by registration 
status, institution type, status of student in Canada and gender . 
7 Canadian government research estimates that international students 
contribute some $22 billion annually to the country’s economy and 
help to sustain over 170,000 jobs. 

master’s level, approximately 85 percent of former Mitacs 

interns were retained in Canada versus 60 percent of students 

shown in national data compiled by Statistics Canada. At the 

PhD level, approximately 75 percent of former Mitacs interns 

were retained in Canada versus 40 percent in the national 

data.9 When asked how important the Mitacs internship 

experience was in making their decision to remain in the 

country, 87 percent said it was somewhat to very important. 10 

 

Although Canada has had great success in increasing its market 

share of international students in recent years, the country 

must remain proactive in its retention strategies in order to 

continue to set itself apart from peer countries who are 

competing for global talent. Programs that connect graduate 

talent with industry can help to give Canada an edge in an 

increasingly competitive race for highly qualified talent. 

 

Conclusion 
Advanced degree holders have skill sets and knowledge that 

position them to make impactful contributions to the Canadian 

economy and innovation ecosystem. Retaining this talent is 

essential to strengthening Canada’s labour force and to 

advancing Canadian competitiveness and future prosperity. 

 
Considering their value, the retention of advanced degree 

holders should remain an important priority for Canada, and 

policy-makers and stakeholders alike should continue to 

explore opportunities to build on the country’s successes in 

order to keep this talent in Canada. 

 
Canadian industry has a significant role to play in retaining 

advanced degree holders, including offering more competitive 

salaries and meaningful employment opportunities that are 

complementary to the advanced skill sets of these highly 

skilled individuals.  

 
Offering graduate students compelling opportunities to take 

part in transitional initiatives, such as professional skills 

development and work-integrated learning during their 

degree, will enhance their skills, build networks, and boost 

employability. Perhaps most valuable, these experiences also 

help to support transition to the Canadian labour market after 

graduation. 

8 Hou, F. & Lu, Y, (2015), Statistics Canada, Insights into Canadian 
Society, “International students who become permanent residents in 
Canada.” 
9 Mitacs data at both the master’s and PhD level includes graduate 
students in the natural sciences and engineering disciplines who have 
previously participated in a Mitacs internship. 
10 Mitacs study carried out in 2020. 
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